Recently MacCluer and Shapiro [6] have characterized the compact composition operators in Hardy and weighted Bergman spaces of the disc, and MacCluer [5] has made an extensive study of these opertors in the unit ball of C 1 . Angular derivatives and Carleson measures have played an essential role in these studies. In this article we study composition operators in poly discs and characterize those operators which are bounded or compact in Hardy and weighted Bergman spaces. In addition to Carleson measure theorems resembling those of [5] , [6], we give necessary and sufficient conditions satisfied by the maps inducing bounded or compact composition operators. We conclude by considering the role of angular derivatives on the compactness question explicitly. wa , not > -1, where ||. || is the poly disc norm. We shall use m n to denote the n-dimensional Lebesgue area measure on T 1 , normalized so that m"(7™) -1. By a n we shall denote the volume measure on U n , defined so that cr n {U n ) -1, and by a n , a we shall denote the weighted measure on U n given by II" = i(l -|z/| 2 ) a 07i. We use R to describe rectangles on T 1 , and use S(R) to denote the corona associated to these sets. In particular, if I is an interval on T of length 6 centered at ^o + l\ S(I) is 5(7) = {ze U: 1-6 < r< 1,0 O < 0 < 6 0 +è} .
Preliminaries.
We adopt the notation described in [2] , and [3] . We denote by IP the unit poly disc in C 1 , by T 1 the distinguished boundary of IP, by fF the Hardy space of order p in IP, by A p a the weighted Bergman spaces of order p with weights n"=i(l -\zi\ 2 ) a , a > -1, and by A p a the weighted Bergman spaces with weights given by (1 -||z|| 2 ) wa , not > -1, where ||. || is the poly disc norm. We shall use m n to denote the n-dimensional Lebesgue area measure on T 1 , normalized so that m"(7™) -1. By a n we shall denote the volume measure on U n , defined so that cr n {U n ) -1, and by a n , a we shall denote the weighted measure on U n given by II" = i(l -|z/| 2 ) a 07i. We use R to describe rectangles on T 1 , and use S(R) to denote the corona associated to these sets. In particular, if I is an interval on T of length 6 centered at ^o + l\ S(I) is 5(7) = {ze U: 1-6 < r< 1,0 O < 0 < 6 0 +è} .
Then if R = I\ x I 2 x • • • x /" C T 1 , with Ij intervals having length fy and having centers e li9 j 9+ *\ S(R) is given by
S(R) = S(h) x S(I 2 ) x • --x S(I n ).
We use S to denote S(R) whenever convenient. If V is any open set in T 1 we define . Theorems A and B , given below, make this notion precise. In [3] we discuss these spaces and measures in detail, and give various characterization and comparison theorems. These theorems which extend theorems of 'similar' type in the disc or the unit ball of C 1 to polydiscs form the foundation on which this paper is based. For the sake of readability and to make this paper self-contained we shall state the main results of reference [3] here without proof. 
S(V) = \JS(R

THEOREM A. Let A be the identity operator sending H
In other words p is the measure that satisfies
Likewise, define p a to be li a (E) = cr ri , a (<t>-l (E)) (ECU*).
Then (i) C<j> is bounded on IP if and only if (1) p(S(V)) < Cm n (V). i.e. C^ is bounded on LP if and only if p is a Carleson measure, (ii) C<f> is compact if and only if
lim sup = 0 m n (V)-4) VcT n m n (V) i.e. Cfj)
is compact if and only if p is a compact Carleson measure. (Hi) C<f, is bounded (compact) on A£ (£/"), oc > -1, if and only if \i a is an (compact) a-Carleson measure.
We point out that this theorem states that if C<f> is a bounded (compact) operator for H p or A p a (ITon those spaces for all p. This is analagous to the behavior of these operators observed by MacCluer and Shapiro for the disc [6] in dealing with the compactness question. As it is already pointed out the results here are stated only for p > 1. This is because theorems A and B, which are used in the proof of this theorem, are proved by using strong (p,p) type inequalities for maximal functions. [3] Proof. This theorem follows from an application of theorems A and B. We note that (*) guarantees that /x, or // a , is a well-defined nonnegative measure on U n since the right hand side is a bounded linear functional on C(U n ). • Combining this theorem with theorem C we conclude:
Let/ G HPilT) H C(U»). Then
Proof. Recall that a n , a = n"=i(l ~~ U/l 2 )"^ » an d put p, a -a n , a o ((f)*y l and lip -a n fi o ((f) *) _1 . Then by theorem C boundedness (compactness) of I a implies boundedness (compactness) of Ip. Hence \L$ is a bounded (compact) f3 -Carleson measure. Using theorem 5 it follows that C^ is bounded (compact) on A P g(U n ). 
Proof. By theorem 5 it suffices to show
i.e. it suffices to consider the case for p=2. For Ç G U n define n l and note that
Hence for every zGf/"
iiQii 2 2 >ii^t e) ii 2 2 na-u.
Taking supremum over all z G U n it follows that iicj>sup(nf^V.
•
Let us consider some examples of unbounded composition operators in H P (U 2 ), 1 < p < oo provided by proposition 7. Note that for the diagonal map <j> (z\, zi) = (zi,zi) we have
Thus allowing |zi| -» 1 while keeping |z2| < 1 it is easily observed that the composition operator induced by such a map will be unbounded. Since C^ is invertible, it has a bounded inverse, and since Co is unbounded Q, is unbounded. Furthermore if
where |/(zi,Z2)| < 1> and/ has the property that |/| -• » 1 as z -+ C f°r some C Gâ[/ 2 n {|z 2 | < lj.Then
Allowing z -• £ it is easy to see that the right hand side of the above expression tends to infinity. Hence the composition operators induced by all such maps will be unbounded. Also, if Q is bounded on IP (IF), 1 < p < oo, then
We point out that on the disc, if <j> (0) = 0, Schwarz's lemma implies that This finishes the proof of (i).
To prove (ii), first suppose that (2) holds. We show that \x is a compact Carleson measure. That is, if S and R are defined as before we need to show that lim sup = 0.
\R\-^R cJ n m n (R)
Making the same observations as in (i) for z G S, we get 
1-lfeo)/ 12
Combining this proposition with theorem 5 we get our main result for a map to induce bounded or compact composition operators on Hardy spaces of poly discs. (2)) hold. The assertion follows from these equations by setting \i -m n o ((/> *) _1 and making a change of variable, as done in theorem 5.
•
The following useful corollary can also be derived from theorem 5. 
2, a = (g",g") = g"(z).
For z £ IP fixed, we have on the one hand (2) \\g+ iz )Wl* = (g*(z)>4(z)) = 8+lz)(Hz)).
On the other hand, since by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and proposition 1.1 [3] Since /Li a is assumed to be an cx-Carleson measure [i a {Ek) < CU? =l 6i 2+a , the above integral is finite. The proof of (ii) follows proposition 8(ii) in exactly the same manner that (i) followed proposition 8(i).
• . Combining this proposition with theorem 5 gives the following characterization of those maps that induce bounded or compact composition operators on weighted Bergman spaces of polydiscs. Proof See [4, theorem 7.12].
• By the equivalence established between the weighted Bergman spaces, A p a , and the Dirichlet spaces in part (iv) of corollary 5.4 [4] theorem 14 can be restated for the Dirichlet spaces of polydiscs. We also note that the hypotheses of theorems 9 and 13 can be restated in the context of theorem 4.1 [2] using the notion of angular derivative. However, these restatements would involve some weakening of the hypotheses of theorems 9 or 13, as they would put pointwise bounds on estimates of the integrands involved. We conclude by giving a description of some direct results (as in [6] ) relating angular derivatives and compact composition operators in Hardy and weighted Bergman spaces of polydiscs. These reults make use and serve as an application of the results reported in [2] .
Angular derivatives and composition operators in polydiscs.
The main tools in our study will be theorem 5 and the Julia-Caratheodory theorems for polydiscs (4.1-4.3 [2] ). We shall use the following basic lemma about compact operators. Suppose that </ > is holomorphic map of U n into If 1 . Then on all function spaces of U n in which the automorphisms induce bounded composition operators, 
i=\
This sequence shows that C<f> is not compact. As in the disc, compactness in A p a (IT), 1 < p < oo, and a > -1 can be described more precisely in terms of conditions related to angular derivatives. Define lim/?^ < L < oo.
z-<
In particular then, since jjftL = max R t j liminf ^-^r < L < oo for all i.
Then by part (a) of (theorem 4.2 [2] ) the Julia-Caratheodory theorem, for all i Taking è t = 6 in theorem B (i) or in theorem 5, we see that \i a is a compact a-Carleson measure if and only if hm sup -----= 0.
S-OEUCU» t n(2+a)
Therefore by (3) , /x a is not compact a-Carleson, and hence Q> is not compact. From this contradiction, (i) follows.
(ii) Conversely, fix(GT and suppose that condition (1) and by (4) As it is pointed out by the referee the proofs of theorems 16 and 18 might also be approached through consideration of the adjoint of composition operators applied to appropriate kernel functions. Propositions 7 and 11 may also be stated in these terms. The author thanks the referee for pointing out this and several corrections.
